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Abstract
In two experiments, rats received pairings of an almond flavor (Experiments 1 and 2B) or a vanilla flavor (Experiment 2A) with
sucrose. In each experiment, half of the rats received prior exposure to the flavor and half were exposed to water. Conditioned
preference was then assessed through two-bottle, flavor versus water, choice tests. Latent inhibition (indicated by a weaker
preference in pre-exposed subjects) was observed in the experiment using the vanilla flavor. However, facilitation (a stronger
preference in pre-exposed subjects) instead of latent inhibition was evident with the almond flavor, both across acquisition trials
and in the final choice test. These results indicate that, unlike most other paradigms of Pavlovian conditioning, conditioned
stimulus pre-exposure in flavor preference learning may either facilitate or retard the acquisition (or the expression) of a
conditioned flavor preference. We explore the proposal that the critical difference between the flavors lies in their hedonic values,
with facilitation being more likely in a flavor that is initially disliked.
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Introduction

Selection of which foods to eat or reject is one of the most
critical behavioral choices required of an animal. Food and
fluid selection is influenced by both innate and learned taste
and flavor preferences. Most animals (e.g., Ramirez, 1990)
have innate predispositions to accept some foods (e.g., sweet
tasting) and reject others (e.g., bitter tasting) (Birch, 1999), but
they also acquire feeding responses on the basis of experience.
A preference for a flavor can be increased, for example, by
pairing it with a stimulus with positive properties, such as
sucrose. Flavor preference learning may enhance the hedonic
value of foods (Myers & Sclafani, 2006; Sclafani & Ackroff,
2006) and it is mediated, in part, by brain neurochemical

systems implicated in innate taste preferences and drug reward
(Touzani, Bodnar, & Sclafani, 2010).

The acquisition of flavor preferences has been interpreted
as an instance of classical conditioning, with the flavor being
the conditioned stimulus (CS) and the positive event (e.g.,
sucrose) with which it is paired being the unconditioned stim-
ulus (US). At least two different associations have been pro-
posed to develop from such pairings: flavor–taste and flavor–
nutrient learning (see, e.g., Fedorchak & Bolles, 1987; Myers
& Sclafani, 2006; Sclafani & Ackroff, 1994). In flavor–taste
learning, the critical association is between the representation
of the flavor and the representation of the sensory properties of
the taste of the US. Flavor–nutrient learning is based on the
motivational properties of the US generated by its nutritive
post-oral positive consequences (Sclafani, 2001). Which of
these forms of learning controls performance, when the pref-
erence for the flavor is tested, seems to depend on motivation-
al factors; flavor–nutrient preference is enhanced in hungry
animals, but there is no evidence of this modulation on
flavor–taste learning (Fedorchak & Bolles, 1987; Harris,
Gorissen, Bailey, & Westbrook, 2000).

It has been suggested that flavor–nutrient learning involves
a form of expectancy or predictive learning (e.g., Campbell,
Capaldi, Sheffer, & Bradford, 1988; Drucker, Ackroff, &
Sclafani, 1994) that depends on standard associative mecha-
nisms, and thus obeys the standard laws of conditioning, being
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susceptible, for example, to blocking, latent inhibition, extinc-
tion, and so on (e.g., Garcia-Burgos & González, 2012;
Garcia-Burgos, González, & Hall, 2013; Harris et al., 2000).
On the other hand, flavor–taste learning has been thought to
involve a mechanism that produces a change in the hedonic
properties of the flavor (the flavor comes to Btaste better^;
Drucker et al., 1994); this mechanism could operate according
to different laws (Campbell et al., 1988; De Houwer, Thomas,
& Baeyens, 2001; Drucker et al., 1994; Pearce, 2002) making
it resistant to blocking, extinction, and latent inhibition
(Garcia-Burgos et al., 2013; González, Garcia-Burgos, &
Hall, 2014; González, Morillas, & Hall, 2015, 2016; Harris
et al., 2000; see also Harris, Shand, Carroll, & Westbrook,
2004). The present series of experiments focuses on the latent
inhibition procedure.

Latent inhibition, retarded conditioning after prior expo-
sure to the to-be-conditioned stimulus, can be obtained in
flavor preference conditioning, but only in certain circum-
stances. In particular, its occurrence seems to depend on the
motivational state of the rat. Thus, De la Casa, Marquez, and
Lubow (2009) found latent inhibition in hungry rats, whereas
Delamater (2011) found no effect in non-hungry animals (at
least on initial testing – a difference was later observed when
rats were tested after they had been given exposure to the US
alone). The role of motivational state was explored in a series
of experiments by Garcia-Burgos et al. (2013) using rats as the
subjects and sucrose as the US. They found that acquisition of
latent inhibition was independent of the motivational state of
the rats during training, but its expression depended on the
animal’s motivational state at the time of test. Latent inhibition
was obtained when the rats were food-deprived during the
preference test, but it was consistently absent when they were
given free access to food before the test. They took this to
support the hypothesis that flavor-nutrient learning, which
would control performance when animals are hungry (Harris
et al., 2000), is susceptible to latent inhibition, whereas flavor-
taste learning, which controls performance when they are not,
is immune to it.

This pattern of results is complicated by the recent finding
of González et al. (2015, Experiment 2) that in some circum-
stances pre-exposure to a flavor can produce the opposite
effect to latent inhibition – that is, an apparent facilitation of
the acquisition of a conditioned preference. Given the normal
robustness of the latent inhibition effect (see Lubow &
Weiner, 2010), any instance of a reverse effect is surprising,
and requires investigation. The procedure used in the experi-
ment by González et al. differed in a number of ways from
those just described. The animals were not food-deprived at
any stage, and the substances used as USs were unusual (fruc-
tose for some animals and maltodextrin for others). In addi-
tion, the almond flavoring used as the CS came from a differ-
ent supplier from that used in the experiments by Garcia-
Burgos et al. (2013), and it produced a solution that the rats

appeared to dislike, in that, given a free choice between this
and water, they preferred water. (González et al., 2016, using
this type of almond in a study of preference acquisition, noted
that even after four pairings of this flavor and a sucrose US,
the preference for water over the flavor was reduced but not
actually reversed.) In explaining their finding of an apparent
reversal of the latent inhibition effect, González et al. (2015)
speculated that the use of a disliked flavor might be the critical
factor. Latent inhibition training involves extensive exposure
to the flavor and thus might be expected to allow habituation
of an initial aversive response. This factor, which would in-
crease the likelihood of consumption on the test, could be
enough to outweigh the retardation of conditioning that such
exposure also produces.

Examination of this suggestion requires further work in
which factors other than the nature of the CS are controlled.
In the present series of experiments, we used just a single
reinforcer the effectiveness of which has proved to be high
in previous experiments (i.e., sucrose), and we arranged in all
the experiments for the rats to be hungry at the time of the test
(the motivational state in which a standard latent inhibition
effect is most likely to be obtained). This allowed us to focus
on the interaction between CS pre-exposure and the nature of
the CS flavor. In Experiment 1 we used the same almond
flavor as that used by González et al. (2015) in order to deter-
mine if the reversal of the latent inhibition effect could be
obtained in these conditions. Experiments 2A and 2B allowed
a comparison between the effects obtained with this flavor as
the CS and another, a vanilla flavor that was known to be
hedonically neutral prior to conditioning. In each experiment,
half of the animals received prior exposure to the CS, and half
received no CS pre-exposure (they were exposed to water
during this phase). Subsequently, all animals received pairings
of the CS with sucrose. Preference was then assessed through
two-bottle, flavor versus water, choice tests.

Experiment 1

Rats were divided in two groups, one receiving pre-exposure
to the flavor to be used as the CS (group Pre, for pre-exposed
to the flavor), and the other given pre-exposure only to water
(group NPre, for not pre-exposed to the flavor). The flavor
(almond) was the same as that used in the previous studies
(González et al., 2015, 2016) in which an initial aversion was
observed. All subjects then received a phase of training in
which the flavor was presented mixed with a sucrose solution.
Afterwards, preference was assessed through a two-bottle
choice test pitting the CS flavor against unflavored water
(see Table 1). In order to ensure that the rats drank the flavored
solution during the pre-exposure phase, they were maintained
on a schedule of restricted access to water, but were given free
access to food, as food-deprived rats tend to drink rather little.
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They were, however, deprived of food prior to the test phase,
as latent inhibition is more likely to be obtained when the rats
are hungry (Garcia-Burgos et al., 2013).

Method

Subjects and apparatus The subjects were 16 naïve male
Wistar rats (Janvier, France) with a mean body weight of
336 g at the start of the experiment. They were housed in
individual home cages and maintained in a temperature-
controlled room (21 °C) on a 12:12 h light-dark cycle (lights
on at 8:00 a.m.) at the Biomedical Research Center of the
University of Granada. Experimental procedures took place
with the rats in their home cages during the light period of
the cycle. The drinking solutions were presented using
inverted 50-ml plastic tubes equipped with stainless steel
ball-bearing-tipped spouts. Consumption was estimated by
weighing the tubes before and after fluid presentation to the
nearest 0.1 g. The solutions used were made up with tap water
at room temperature and consisted of a 1% (v/v) solution of
almond essence (Shepcote Distributors Ltd, Yorkshire, UK)
during the pre-exposure and test phases, and a compound of
1% almond and 10% (w/v) sucrose (ABAzucarera Iberia S.L.,
Madrid, Spain) during conditioning.

Procedure To initiate the deprivation schedule, water bottles
were removed 24 h before the start of the experiment. The rats
were then given 3 days to accommodate to a schedule in
which they had daily access to water for 30 min at 10:00
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Food was removed during experimental
sessions but was otherwise freely available, with the exception
of the test sessions (see below). The rats were randomly allo-
cated to two weight-matched groups: Group Pre (n = 8) and
group NPre (n = 8), for the flavor pre-exposure phase. This
phase consisted of one single daily trial (at 10:00 a.m.) over 8

days. Each trial consisted of 10-min access to 10 ml of the
flavor (for animals in the Pre condition) or water (for animals
in the NPre condition) followed by free access to water for 30
min.

Following the procedure of Garcia-Burgos et al. (2013), the
conditioning and test phases were run as a series of 3-day
cycles. In each of these cycles, there were two conditioning
trials, at 10:00 a.m. on each of two days, on which animals had
10-min access to 10 ml of the 1% almond + 10% sucrose
compound. Food was removed during this 10-min period to
avoid any pairing of the flavor with the standard diet. After the
second conditioning session (the day before the test) the rats
had 30-min access to water at 5:30 p.m., instead of at 2:00
p.m., and food was then removed from the cages at 6:00 p.m.
Therefore, they were conditioned while thirsty but tested both
thirsty and hungry. The test phase consisted of 15-min access
to two bottles at 10:00 a.m. the next day, one containing 20 ml
of almond and the other 20 ml of water. This conditioning-test
cycle was conducted three times in total. After this phase (see
Table 1), the preference was assessed over the course of ex-
tinction through three additional two-bottle tests (one per day),
again with the animals hungry. The positions of the bottles
during tests were counterbalanced across subjects and cycles.
All procedures were approved by the University of Granada
Ethics Committee for Animal Research and were carried out
in accordance with the EU Directive 2010/63/EU for animal
experiments.

Results1 and discussion

Although the almond flavoring used in this study is less pre-
ferred than water in a choice test, our thirsty rats drank it as
readily as water in the conditions of the pre-exposure phase, in

Table 1 Experimental designs

Experiment 1

Conditioning-test cycle(× 3)

Group Pre-exposure
Non-hungry

Conditioning
Non-hungry

Test
Hungry

Test (× 3)
Hungry

Pre 8 A – 2 A + A vs. water A vs. water

NPre water 2 A + A vs. water A vs. water

Experiments 2A and 2B

Group Pre-exposure
Hungry

Conditioning
Hungry

Test (× 3)
Hungry

Experiment 2A Pre/V 8 V – 2 V+ V vs. water

NPre/V water 2 V+ V vs. water

Experiment 2B Pre/A 8 A – 2 A + A vs. water

NPre/A water 2 A + A vs. water

Animals were maintained thirsty throughout all of the stages of each experiment in this series, and also hungry when indicated

Pre pre-exposed, NPre non-pre-exposed, A almond, V vanilla, + sucrose, − non-reinforcement

1 Data from Experiments 1 and 2 are available upon request.
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which just a single bottle was available. Over the course of the
pre-exposure phase (see Table 2), mean consumption (g) of
almond for the Pre group was 8.5; for the NPre group the
mean water consumption was 8.9. A 2 (Pre-exposure) × 8
(Trial) mixed ANOVA2 yielded no significant main effect of
group,F(1, 14) = 1.73, p = .209, or trial,F(3.28, 45.98) = 1.12,
p = .352, nor of the interaction, F < 1.

For the three two-trial conditioning cycles, mean consump-
tion (g) of the almond + sucrose compound over the six con-
ditioning trials was 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, 9.8, 9.8, and 9.8, for group
Pre; and 6.4, 8.9, 9.0, 9.6, 9.8, and 9.8, for group NPre. A 2
(group) × 6 (trial) ANOVA yielded a main effect of trial,
F(2.05, 28.68) = 8.19, p = .001, ηp

2 = .369, and a Group ×
Trial interaction , F(2.05, 28.68) = 6.19, p < .01, ηp

2 = .307.
The main effect of group fell short of the conventional level of
significance, F(1, 14) = 4.48, p = .053, ηp

2 = .242. The source
of the interaction lies in the neophobic response to the flavor +
sucrose compound in group NPre on the first conditioning
trial. On this trial the groups differed significantly, t(14) =
3.43, p = .004, d = 1.72; no other between-group differences
were found on conditioning trials (lowest p = .304).

Preference during the tests was expressed as a ratio (con-
sumption of the flavor/total consumption; see Table 3 for raw
consumption scores). Ratio scores for the three tests given
during the acquisition cycles are presented in the left panel
of Fig. 1. It is evident that both groups showed an increase
in consumption of the flavor over these trials, but that only the
pre-exposed group developed a substantial preference. A 2
(group) × 3 (test trial) mixed ANOVA showed a significant
main effect of group, F(1, 14) = 6.20, p = .026, ηp

2 = .307, and
of trial, F(1.81, 25.29) = 3.53, p = .048, ηp

2 = .202. The Holm-
Bonferroni post hoc test found no differences among tests,
lowest p = .086, and the Group × Trial interaction was not
significant, F < 1. The difference between groups was main-
tained over the three extinction tests as shown in the right
panel of Fig. 1. A 2 (group) × 3 (trial) mixed ANOVA showed
a significant main effect of group, F(1, 14) = 11.18, p = .005,
ηp

2 = .444. The main effect of trial and the interaction with
group were not significant, Fs < 1.

To an extent, these results accord with those of González
et al. (2015) who, in their Experiment 2, found evidence of
facilitation after pre-exposure to this almond flavor in rats
trained with fructose or with maltodextrin as the US. That
experiment differed from the present experiment not only in
the nature of the reinforcer, but also in the fact the rats were not
food-deprived at any stage; when the rats were hungry on test,
latent inhibition was obtained. Evidently the effects of pre-
exposure depend not just on the nature of the CS but on inter-
actions involving motivational state and the nature of the US.

For the time being, however we restrict our analysis to the case
in which the US is sucrose and the animals are hungry on test.

Experiments 2A and 2B

The purpose of these experiments was twofold. The first was
to replicate the facilitation effect seen in Experiment 1, and to
extend its generality. Specifically, the procedure used in
Experiment 1 involved a change in motivational state from
pre-exposure (and conditioning) to the test. Although latent
inhibition has been obtained in these conditions (Garcia-
Burgos et al., 2013), it is well established that the effect is
sensitive to changes in context (e.g., Hall & Channell, 1986)
and a change of motivational state might act as such. Holland
(2017), who has also reported a case of facilitated learning
after pre-exposure to the CS (see General discussion), has
suggested that changing the context may contribute to the
effect observed in his experiments. In this experiment, there-
fore, we avoided this complication by maintaining the rats on
a schedule of food deprivation throughout the entire
experiment.

Second, we need to confirm that the effect seen in
Experiment 1 is indeed a consequence of the nature of the
flavor used as the CS. González et al. (2016), having noted
that this particular almond flavor was initially disliked by rats,
sought alternatives, and found weaker solutions of flavorings
from a different supplier that were initially neutral but that
supported flavor preference conditioning. Accordingly, we in-
cluded groups in this experiment that used a neutral flavor
(vanilla) as the CS. We expected to find a standard latent
inhibition effect in these subjects alongside the facilitation
expected for the subjects trained with the almond flavor used
in Experiment 1.

The study was run in as two separate sub-experiments that
differed only in that Experiment 2A used the neutral, vanilla,
flavor, and Experiment 2B the almond flavor. Therefore, there
were four groups of rats, two of which were given pre-
exposure to the flavor to be used as the CS (the Pre groups)
and two given no pre-exposure (the NPre groups). One pair of
groups (the A groups) received the almond solution as the CS;
the other pair (the V groups) received a vanilla solution (see
Table 1). All were hungry (as well as thirsty) during the whole
procedure. As in the previous experiments, the final test phase
consisted of a choice test between the flavor and unflavored
water.

Method

The subjects were 32 male naïve Wistar rats (Janvier, France).
Themean bodyweight at the start of the experiment was 341 g
for rats in the V groups (Experiment 2A) and 413 g for rats in
the A groups (Experiment 2B). The housing, apparatus, and

2 Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied in case of violation of sphericity
assumption in all analyses.
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Table 3 Direct consumption during the preference tests

Tests Extinction trials

1 2 3 1 2 3

Experiment 1

Pre-exposed

Flavor 2.2 (2.1) 2.4 (1.5) 4.8 (1.6) 5.9 (2.9) 4.1 (2.2) 4.7 (2.2)

Water 1.8 (1.6) 1.5 (1.5) 1.5 (2.7) 0.9 (0.7) 1.8 (2.0) 1.7 (2.1)

NonPre-exposed

Flavor 2.1 (1.9) 3.3 (1.9) 3.5 (1.2) 3.7 (2.0) 3.5 (2.3) 3.5 (2.9)

Water 4.1 (2.3) 2.1 (0.8) 2.7 (1.4) 3.3 (3.0) 2.8 (1.6) 3.1 (1.7)

Experiment 2A

Groups V

Preexposed

Flavor 2.7 (1.7) 1.9 (0.9) 2.1 (1.7)

Water 1.5 (1.1) 0.9 (0.7) 1.5 (1.1)

NonPre-exposed

Flavor 5.3 (1.3) 3.2 (1.5) 3.1 (1.7)

Water 0.8 (0.4) 0.7 (0.4) 0.7 (0.4)

Experiment 2B

Groups A

Pre-exposed

Flavor 9.0 (6.5) 2.9 (2.5) 8.3 (5.9)

Water 2.2 (2.6) 2.1 (3.3) 2.2 (2.6)

Nonpre-exosed

Flavor 5.7 (5.6) 3.5 (4.1) 7.2 (6.2)

Water 1.3 (1.3) 6.6 (5.6) 9.5 (6.0)

Group means for consumption of the flavor and water during the two-bottle preference tests (standard deviations appear in brackets), by groups. In
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2B (Groups A) the flavor was almond. In Experiment 2A the flavor was vanilla (Groups V)

Table 2 Consumption during the pre-exposure phase

Days

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Experiment 1

(Pre) Flavor 8.0 (1.1) 8.8 (1.1) 8.4 (1.5) 8.3 (1.3) 8.8 (1.1) 8.7 (1.0) 8.5 (1.1) 8.3 (1.3)

(NPre) Water 8.8 (0.7) 8.8 (1.0) 9.1 (0.5) 8.6 (0.8) 9.0 (0.3) 9.1 (0.4) 9.1 (0.6) 9.0 (0.4)

Experiment 2A

Groups V

(Pre) Flavor 2.9 (1.1) 3.8 (1.5) 3.5 (1.5) 3.5 (1.0) 2.9 (1.0) 2.8 (1.1) 2.4 (1.5) 2.8 (1.5)

(NPre) Water 2.6 (1.0) 2.9 (1.8) 3.0 (1.0) 2.5 (1.4) 2.5 (1.3) 2.5 (1.5) 2.8 (1.6) 2.4 (0.9)

Experiment 2B

Groups A

(Pre) Flavor 3.2 (2.8) 4.2 (3.1) 5.7 (3.8) 4.4 (2.8) 4.4 (3.9) 5.4 (4.0) 2.6 (2.6) 4.0 (2.7)

(NPre) Water 4.4 (2.5) 5.3 (2.2) 3.6 (2.5) 3.5 (2.9) 4.9 (2.7) 3.6 (3.0) 3.6 (3.7) 4.4 (3.1)

Scores are mean consumption (g) during the pre-exposure phase by experiment, group, and day of pre-exposure (standard deviations appear in brackets).
Groups Pre were exposed to the flavor and groups NPre to water during the pre-exposure phase. In Experiment 1 and Experiment 2B (Groups A) the
flavor was almond. In Experiment 2A (GroupsV) the flavor was vanilla. During this phase, rats were water deprived in Experiment 1, and food and water
deprived in Experiments 2A and 2B
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general maintenance procedures for both experiments were
the same as described for Experiment 1. The sucrose and
almond solutions were the same as were used in Experiment
1. The flavor used in the V condition was 0.035% (v/v) vanilla
concentrate essence (supplied by Manuel Riesgo, S.A.,
Spain).

To initiate the deprivation schedule, food and water were
removed 24 h before the start of the experiment. The rats were
then given 3 days to accommodate to a schedule in which they
had daily access to water for 30 min at 10:00 a.m. and access
to water and food for 90 min at 1:30 p.m.; this additional
access to water and food during the afternoon was maintained
throughout the experiment.

The rats were then allocated to two weight-matched
groups: Group Pre and group NPre (n = 8 in each sub-exper-
iment), for the flavor pre-exposure phase. This phase
consisted of one single daily 10-min trial across eight days
in which the animals in the Pre/V condition were exposed to
the vanilla flavor, whereas those in the Pre/A condition re-
ceived the almond solution used in Experiment 1. Animals
in the NPre conditions were exposed to water.

Conditioning occurred over 2 days (one trial a day at 10:00
a.m.). In each trial, animals had 10-min access to 10 ml of
either vanilla + sucrose (groups V) or almond + sucrose
(groups A). Testing took place over 3 days, with one test each
day at 10:00 a.m., consisting of 15-min access to two bottles,
one containing 20ml of the flavor used as the CS and the other
20 ml of water. The positions of the bottles were
counterbalanced across subjects and tests. In details not spec-
ified here, the procedure described for Experiment 1 was
followed.

Results

Experiment 2A V groups. Mean consumption (g) of water
across pre-exposure days in the Npre group was 2.6; that of
the vanilla solution for the Pre group was 3.1 (see Table 2, for

more details). A 2 (group) × 8 (trial) mixed ANOVA did not
yield any significant effect; largest F(4.06, 56.92) = 1.35, p =
.261. Both groups showed signs of neophobia to the vanilla +
sucrose solution on the first conditioning trial, but drank it
readily on the second. Mean consumption (g) of the vanilla
+ sucrose compound in group Pre was 4.5 on the first trial and
9.1 on the second; equivalent scores for group Npre were 4.1
and 9.3. A 2 (group) × 2 (trial) ANOVAyielded a main effect
of trial, F(1, 14) = 104.49, p < .001, ηp

2 = .882. The main
effect of group and the interaction were not significant, Fs < 1.

Absolute amounts consumed during the three test sessions
are shown in Table 3. These scores generate the mean prefer-
ence ratios (consumption of the flavor/total consumption)
shown on the left in Fig. 2. It is evident that both groups
showed a preference for the flavor, but that the Npre group
showed a stronger preference than the Pre group, a difference
that was maintained over the three test trials. Thus, a latent
inhibition effect was observed. A mixed ANOVA, with group
as the between-subject factor and trial as the within-subject
factor, yielded a significant main effect of group, F(1, 14) =
7.52, p < .05, ηp

2 = .350. The effects of trial and the interaction
were not significant, largest F(1.91, 26.72) = 1.34, p = .277.

Experiment 2B A groups. Mean consumption (g) of water
across pre-exposure days for the Npre group was 4.1; that of
almond for group Pre was 4.2 (see Table 2, for more details).
A 2 (group) × 8 (trial) mixed ANOVA yielded no significant
effects, all Fs < 1. Again, as for the V groups, there was
evidence of neophobia on the first conditioning trial, although
the effect was sizeable only in group NPre. Mean consump-
tion (g) of the almond + sucrose compound for group Pre was
7.9 on the first trial and 8.5 on the second trial; the scores for
group Npre were 6.0 and 8.9. A 2 (group) × 2 (trial) ANOVA
yielded a main effect of trial, F(1, 14) = 24.30, p < .001, ηp

2 =
.634, and a Group × Trial interaction, F(1, 14) = 10.68, p <
.01, ηp

2 = .433. Themain effect of group was not significant,F
< 1. We explored the interaction by performing pairwise com-
parisons using t-tests for paired samples. Consumption during
conditioning increased from the first to the second trial signif-
icantly in group NPre, t(7) = - 4.34, p < .01, d = 1.53, but not in
group Pre t(7) = - 2.57, uncorrected p = .038.

Preference scores for the three test trials (see Table 3 for
direct consumption measures) are presented in Fig. 2 (right
section). Group Pre showed a strong and roughly maintained
preference. Group Npre showed evidence of a preference only
on the first test trial, but this seemed to be lost on subsequent
trials, presumably as a consequence of extinction produced by
testing with the flavor alone in the absence of the US. Thus
pre-exposure facilitated the acquisition (or display) of a pref-
erence for almond in these subjects; that is a reverse of the
latent inhibition effect was obtained. A mixed ANOVA, with
group as the between-subject factor and trial as a within-
subject factor, yielded significant main effects of group, F(1,

Fig. 1 Experiment 1. Mean preference ratios (±SEM) for the flavor
(almond) vs. water choice tests shown separately for the Pre-exposed
(Pre) and Non-pre-exposed (NPre) groups for the acquisition (Tests 1,
2, and 3) and extinction (Ext 1, 2, and 3) tests
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14) = 4.84, p < .05, ηp
2 = .257, and of trial, F(1.79, 25.01) =

6.18, p < .01, ηp
2 = .306; the Holm-Bonferroni post hoc test

found differences between the first and the second trials. The
interaction was not significant, F < 1.

Discussion

These test results confirm the findings of Experiment 1 show-
ing a stronger preference on test in pre-exposed subjects than
in non-pre-exposed subjects when the CS flavor was almond.
In fact, in neither experiment was there good evidence of
preference acquisition in the Npre group trained with this fla-
vor. With exception of the first test trial of Experiment 2B, all
preference scores for Npre subjects were close to or below .5.
For subjects given the vanilla flavor, on the other hand, pref-
erences (mean ratio scores above .5) were obtained in both Pre
and NPre groups, with the exception of the third test in group
Pre; but in these a standard latent inhibition effect was obtain-
ed, with the pre-exposed subjects showing a lesser preference
than the non-pre-exposed subjects.

General discussion

The results reported here demonstrate that the effects of prior
exposure to the flavor to be used as the CS in flavor preference
conditioning depend on the nature of the flavor used.
Specifically, with our vanilla solution, a standard latent inhi-
bition effect was obtained; but with our almond solution (one
that rats initially dislike) subjects given prior exposure show a
facilitation on the test of the conditioning produced by pairing
the almond with sucrose.

The results from Experiment 2A, rats trained with the va-
nilla flavor, accord with previous work on the effects of CS
pre-exposure in this conditioning paradigm. Some, in which
the rats have not been hungry on test, have failed to find a
latent inhibition effect (Delamater, 2011, in the initial test;
Garcia-Burgos et al., 2013, Experiments 1, 2, and 3;
González et al., 2015, Experiment 2). But the effect has been
found in experiments using flavors thought to be neutral and
rats that were hungry (and thirsty) throughout all experimental
phases (De la Casa et al., 2009; Garcia-Burgos et al., 2013,
Exp. 1), or during the test phase (Garcia-Burgos et al., 2013,
Exp. 2). Thus, our results using the vanilla flavor are consis-
tent with previous studies. These results have been taken to
support the hypothesis that, when animals are hungry on test,
flavor preference is based on a flavor-nutrient association, and
that this kind of learning is susceptible to latent inhibition.

The striking finding from our present study, however, is
that pre-exposure with the almond flavor as the CS not only
did not produce latent inhibition, it induced the opposite effect
– an apparent facilitation of flavor preference conditioning.
The only other example of such facilitation in flavor prefer-
ence conditioning that we are aware of is found in Experiment
2 of González et al. (2015), in which the same almond solution
was used along with fructose and maltodextrin as USs. In that
experiment the rats were not food deprived – and latent inhi-
bition was, in fact, found in González et al.’s Experiment 1,
when they were. The role of motivational state and its inter-
action with the nature of the reinforcer is unclear at this stage.
However, the fact that facilitation of flavor preference condi-
tioning after flavor pre-exposure has been found both in
thirsty (González et al., 2015; Experiment 2) as well as in
hungry (and thirsty) animals (the present experiments) sug-
gests that, whatever the underlying facilitation mechanism
may be, it does not seem to depend on the motivational state
at the time of testing, unlike that controlling the expression of
latent inhibition. Facilitation of conditioning by prior expo-
sure of the CS flavor may be a wider and more general effect
in which acceptance of an initially less preferred flavor in-
creases with repeated experience, provided that the stimulus
has no potentially aversive consequences.

In orthodox studies of associative learning, a facilitating
effect of CS pre-exposure has previously been observed only
under very specific conditions. Thus Holland (2017), using an
appetitive conditioning procedure with rats as subjects, has
found that pre-exposure to an auditory or a visual cue can
produce facilitation, but only when the response measure dur-
ing conditioning was time spent in the food cup (other mea-
sures showing no effects or standard latent inhibition). The
effect was found only when two cues (one pre-exposed, one
not) were presented during conditioning, or, in the case of the
auditory cue, when pre-exposure and conditioning occurred in
a very quiet context. Holland offered a partial explanation for
these effects in terms of the interaction between the

Fig. 2 Experiments 2A and 2B. Mean preference ratios (±SEM) for three
flavor vs. water choice tests shown separately for the Pre-exposed (Pre)
and Non-pre-exposed (NPre) groups when tested either with vanilla CS
flavor (left) in Experiment 2A or almond CS flavor (right) in Experiment
2B
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unconditioned and conditioned responses controlled by the
stimuli (see below), although he acknowledged that these con-
siderations could not accommodate all features of his results.

Examples of facilitation have been found with flavor stim-
uli, but again, only in restricted conditions. Pre-exposure has
been found to facilitate subsequent olfactory (Hoffmann &
Spear, 1989) and taste aversion conditioning (Chotro &
Alonso, 2001; Gaztañaga, Aranda-Fernández, Díaz-
Cenzano, & Chotro, 2015) in infant rats. This effect has usu-
ally been explained in terms of a deficiency in processing the
stimulus, due to the immaturity of the sensory system of the
infant rat; previous experience with the CS would allow a
better processing of the stimulus. This has not been supposed
to operate with adult animals. Facilitation of conditioned taste
aversion after CS pre-exposure has been found in adult rats
when only a small amount of the flavor solution was offered
during a single-trial conditioning procedure using a complex
flavor compound as CS (Bennett, Tremain, & Mackintosh,
1996). This effect was attributed to the occurrence of stimulus
unitization (McLaren, Kaye, &Mackintosh, 1989) during pre-
exposure, rendering the flavor more effective as a CS (see also
Fanselow, 1990, for a similar analysis of a facilitation effect
obtained in fear conditioning to contextual cues). This seems
unlikely to be the source of the effect seen in our experiments.
Both of our flavor stimuli were similar in (presumably, rather
low) complexity. Further, they were presented to the subjects
under identical conditions during training, using standard pro-
cedures in terms of number of trials and the amount of solution
provided. It is difficult to see why one should be sensitive to a
unitization process and the other not.

In considering explanations for his results, Holland (2017)
explored the notion that pre-exposure to a CS might have two
opposed effects, one that produces latent inhibition and one
that facilitates learning, and that the outcome of an experiment
would depend on factors that determine the balance of the
two. One possibility for his procedure (although he acknowl-
edged that it could not supply an explanation for the entire
pattern of results) was that pre-exposure might allow habitua-
tion of a competing response evoked initially by the stimulus,
and that the elimination of this competition could be enough to
overcome the retardation of learning that was also occurring.
In Holland’s case the competing response was taken to be an
orienting response. In our experiments the obvious candidate
would be an unconditioned aversive response that tended to
suppress consumption of an unpreferred flavor. Pre-exposure
would allow habituation of this response: it would also pro-
duce latent inhibition, but the consumption of the flavor
shown by non-pre-exposed subjects, which did not undergo
habituation, might still be less than that of pre-exposed sub-
jects. It should be acknowledged, however, that in the present
experiments there was rather little evidence for a difference
between the flavors in measures of consumption taken before
the final test. It is true that only with the almond flavor did

non-pre-exposed animals drink less of the flavor + sucrose
compound than pre-exposed animals during the first condi-
tioning trial, indicating, albeit indirectly, that acceptance for
this flavor may increase as a consequence of pre-exposure; no
such difference was found when the flavor was neutral. But
other measures failed to reveal any difference between the
flavors. In particular, initial consumption of an unpreferred
flavor might be expected to be low at the start of the pre-
exposure phase and increase over the pre-exposure trials; but
in none of our studies did we find that the amount consumed
(of either of the flavors) varied across pre-exposure trials. We
acknowledge that this null result might simply reflect the in-
sensitivity of a test in which a single bottle of fluid is offered to
a thirsty rat.

Although consumption did not increase during pre-expo-
sure, it remains possible that pre-exposure to an unpreferred
CS flavormay increase its palatability (consumption by thirsty
animals being an insensitive measure of this). Even though no
effects of pre-exposure have been found on palatability using
the taste reactivity test procedure (Neath, Limebeer, Reilly, &
Parker, 2010), studies using microstructural analysis of the
licking response have produced positive results. In a recent
study, Lin, Amodeo, Arthurs, and Reilly (2012) found that the
cluster size of licks for tastants such as saccharin and quinine
became larger as familiarity with the flavors increased with
exposure to them. Lin et al. concluded that the pleasure of
drinking increased (or the dislike decreased) as the novel,
and potentially dangerous, tastant was repeatedly presented
without consequences, and became accepted as safe. This pro-
posal prompts the suggestion that it is the change from
Bpotentially dangerous^ to Bsafe^ that is responsible for the
facilitation effect seen with an initially unpreferred flavor. We
can only speculate as to why this should occur, but the follow-
ing possibilities deserve further consideration.

First, it has been shown in studies of latent inhibition that
the effect is reduced in the presence of a negative affective
state. Thus, exposing human participants to a negative affect
video clip (Lazar, Kaplan, Sternberg, & Lubow, 2012), or
inducing in rats emotional stress (e.g., Smith, Fieser, Jones,
& Schachtman, 2008) or negative affect using a consumma-
tory successive negative contrast procedure (De la Casa,
Mena, Ruiz-Salas, Quintero, & Papini, 2017) all impair latent
inhibition. Consuming an unpleasant flavor may be, in itself, a
source of negative affect, which could interfere with the nor-
mal development of latent inhibition (although it is less clear
that the effect would be reversed). A second possibility
emerges if we assume that there are constraints on learning
(see, e.g., Garcia, Brett, & Rusiniak, 1989) such that an asso-
ciation between a dangerous event and a sweet and nutritive
consequence is difficult to form. If so, then pre-exposure to
such an event, rendering it safe, would allow learning to occur
when otherwise it would not. Even if the processes responsi-
ble for the latent inhibition effect begin to operate during
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exposure to an unpreferred flavor, conditioning with this fla-
vor as the CS can be expected to be superior to that shown to a
novel CS, which will be barely able to support any condition-
ing at all. It will require further evidence to test the value of
these suggestions. We turn, therefore, in conclusion, to the
more general picture.

Latent inhibition is a ubiquitous effect in associative learn-
ing, found in a variety of experimental preparations with dif-
ferent stimuli (Lubow & Weiner, 2010). That exposure to a
stimulus should reduce its effectiveness as a CS is readily
accepted. Equally, however, it is unsurprising that exposure
of an unpreferred flavor (at least, one that turns out to be safe)
should promote its acceptance and enhance preference for it.
This effect of mere exposure has also been found consistently
in human eating behavior, both in adults (Pliner, 1982), and,
especially, among young children (e.g., Birch &Marlin, 1982;
Hausner, Olsen, & Møller, 2012; see Cooke, 2007, for a
review), although the factors that moderate the effect are not
yet well understood (see Montoya, Horton, Vevea, Citkowicz,
& Lauber, 2017). The results presented here thus highlight the
importance of taking into account the hedonic value of a fla-
vor in order to understand the effect of pre-exposure on later
conditioning. Unpreferred flavors will benefit from pre-
exposure in the acquisition of a preference through subsequent
conditioning. However, no such benefit, rather impairment,
may be predicted for a neutral flavor, for which a latent inhi-
bition effect is more likely to be found.
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